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G Grammar P Punctuation S Spelling

8 marks

1    Put the correct prefix at the beginning of the word to change 
the meaning of the word. Draw a line from the new word to the 
new meaning.

   dis       in       inter       re 

  a) city     to cease to be visible, to vanish

  b) audible    not loud enough to be heard

  c) appear    to do again

  d) take     a fast rail service between towns

Challenge 1

 

4 marks

1   Put the correct prefix in front of the word to  
change the meaning of the sentence.

  a) He was known to the police.

  b) They were known to always behave.

  c) The dogs patiently waited for their dinner.

  d) At times her writing was legible.

2   Insert the correct word in the sentence.

  unlock     semi-retired     refurnish     relearn

  a)  I need to  the information if I am to pass 

   the test at my second attempt.

Challenge 2

Marks .......... /8

G

Word Reading

Prefixes

GS
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Total marks  ............. /21  How am I doing?

 

5 marks

1   Insert prefixes in the passage so that it makes sense. Use each 
prefix only once.

   mis     re     no     un     in

      The boy walked along the dusty, pleasant road. He was 

looking for somewhere to hide. He wanted to be visible 

to those following him. He arrived at a shallow ford. The 

water trickled over stones and along to a waterfall. The boy 

thought he would lead his followers. He left tracks on 

the other side of the ford and traced his steps. He hid 

behind the waterfall. The people trying to find him crossed the 

ford and were soon where to be seen.

  b)  The thieves stole all the furniture and they had to 

    the house.  

  c)  I had to  the door to let myself into the house.

  d)  My Gran is  which means she sometimes 

   works and sometimes has a lot of free time.

 

4 marks

Challenge 3

Marks .......... /8

Prefixes
Word Reading

Marks .......... /5
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10 marks

1   Underline the suffix at the end of the word and  
draw a line to match it to the correct meaning.

  a) dragged     i) like a sister 

  b) transferring   ii)  a person whose occupation is 
teaching others

  c) sisterly      iii) at ease, relaxing

  d) comfortable    iv)  pulled

  d) teacher     v)  moving person or things from one 
place to another

Challenge 1

 

5 marks

1   Add a suffix to the words so that the following sentences make 
sense. You may need to change the spelling of the root word 
before adding the suffix.

  a) Her dog was sitting comfort  under the table.

  b)  His behaviour was consider  better today.

  c) The teacher refer  the pupil to the Headteacher.

  d) An explain  was difficult to understand.

  e) Dracula is a horror  monster who has frightened many 

   filmgoers.

  2   The following words all contain a suffix. Insert the correct word 
in the sentences.

  collision    preparation    visibly    substantial

  a)   He was  shocked when he saw the 

   birthday feast his friends had organised.

Challenge 2

Marks ......... /10

G

Word Reading

Suffixes

GS
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Total marks  ............. /29  How am I doing?

 

 

10 marks

1   The following words all contain a suffix. Place them correctly 
in the passage below. Underline the five other suffixes in the 
passage.

  happiness   sitting   curious   wondering   patiently

     Once, a man was   on 

a chair in his kitchen. He was  what he 

could have for his dinner. There was nothing in the cupboard. 

Suddenly there was a knock at the door and in came his 

daughter. She placed her basket on the table and began to 

quickly empty it. Her father was . What was 

in the basket? Food began to appear on the table. The man was 

filled with  and thought that his daughter 

was wonderful. 

  b)  The  of the feast must have taken a lot 

   of planning.

  c) His friends ate a  part of the feast.

  d)  When they were clearing up there was a  

   that meant the floor was covered in food! 

 

4 marks

Challenge 3
Marks .......... /9

Suffixes
Word Reading

Marks ......... /10

G
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10 marks

1   Insert the correct prefixes and suffixes to make the root word 
make sense in the sentence.

  a)  The two child  were absent 

   from school and miss  the 

   school trip.

  b) It is danger  to ride a bike 

   without wear  a helmet.

  c) The food was burnt, so it was possible to eat it.

  d) Jake gave a great perfom  in the dancing competition.

  e) Driving without pass  a test is legal.

  f) A honest person is liked by those they lie to.

Challenge 1

1   Add a suffix to the root word to make a new word so that the 
sentence makes sense. You may need to change the spelling of 
the root word before adding the suffix.

  a) You have to be observe  if you 

   want to see a tiny insect on a leaf.

  b) Washing your hands helps stop 

   infect  diseases from spreading.

  c) His reason for being late was understand  as he had 

   missed the bus.

Challenge 2

Marks ......... /10

Word Reading

Adding Prefixes or Suffixes to Root Words

GS

GS
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6 marks

1   Draw a line to match the prefix to its meaning.

   Word     Prefix   Prefix meaning

  a) interchange    inter   many

  b) autobiography   auto   hear

  c) multipurpose   multi   excellent

  d) audition    audi   across

  e) transport    trans   between, among

  f) superman    super   self, own

    

Total marks  ............. /21  How am I doing?

Challenge 3

Marks .......... /6

Adding Prefixes or Suffixes to Root Words
Word Reading

  d) Good writing is very satisfy  to read and gets 

   better marks.

  e) The chair was very comfort  to sit in while he was waiting.

 

5 marks

Marks .......... /5

G
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